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01 BACKGROUND AND JUSTIFICATION

Executive Summary
The Buchanan Park Recreation Center opened for use in 2003, and has served
the recreational needs of the Evergreen community since that time. In conjunction with the Wulf Recreation Center, the two facilities offer a wide range
of indoor recreational opportunities. The Evergreen Park & Recration District
serves approximately 23,700 residents within the communities of Evergreen,
Bergen Park, Indian Hills, Kittredge, and Marshdale.
The 2011 Evergreen Park & Recreation District Master Plan, Section III, “What
EPRD Wants, our community and identified needs”, identified programmatic
areas the community would like to see improved over the next 5-10 years relative to Buchanan Park Recreation Center including:
•
Gymnasium
•
Indoor Track
•
Larger and Improved Pool
•
Fitness and Wellness
•
Improved Parking
•
General Improvements to the BPRC
In 2013, a community interest survey was conducted by National Research
Center Inc. and GreenPlay LLC, with the purpose of gauging the District’s resident’s preferences for increased recreational offerings. The survey process
contacted 2,380 active voting residents, with 410 respondents. The findings
of the survey closely echoed the needs expressed in the 2011 EPRD Master
Plan, and therefore, this information was used to help guide the findings of the
current Buchanan Park Recreation Center Feasibility Study for Improvements.
The Consultant team conducted several public outreach meetings at both
Wulf and Buchanan Park Recreation Centers, one at the Evergreen Lake Park
Concert, and recreational staff contacted representatives from 14 of the District’s Homeowners Associations for feedback and to fill out comment surveys and questionnaires. In total, 1070 residents responded with comment s
representing roughly 4.5% of the District’s residents.
Based on Staff input of current recreation program utilization, input from
public outreach, and the findings of the 2011 EPRD Master Plan, the Consultant team has developed the following facility recommendations for potential
expansion to the Buchanan Park Recreation Center. Improvements include
added staff administrative areas, fitness locker rooms, a new two-court gymnasium, A new Fitness Center and renovated Group Exercise Rooms, a new
4-lane lap pool and new features and improvements to the indoor leisure pool.
In addition to the construction cost estimates provided in this document, the
recreational program consultant firm of Ballard*King analyzed the operational
expense impact and potential revenue generation of the proposed improvements.
The recommendations of this report includes renovation of 1,680 square feet
and 26,734 new square feet of area, and a total project cost of $8,639,566,
expressed in current cost with escalation factored through the end of 2015.
The following summary identifies the construction and soft cost total, and the
expense and revenue potential for each proposed program area.
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PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS | COMPARISON OF PROGRAMS
Project					

Improvements Include				

Area (sq. ft.)

																		
1. Base Facility Improvements		
		

Relocated Front Desk
Expanded Administrative Area
New Entry Vestibule
New Fitness Locker Rooms

1,680			
New & renov.

Site Improvements Including:
Additional Parking (Approx 80 new spaces)
New sidewalks, grading, retaining for circulation

2. New Gymnasium and Jogging
Track Addition			

3. Expanded Fitness Center		
		

New 2-Court (50’x74’) Gymnasium
Gym Storage
Suspended 2-lane walking/jogging track

17,179			

Cardio Fitness Center Addition
Renovate existing lounge into fitness and stretching
area

2,875			

900			

Renovate existing Evergreen Room to function as additional group exercise space

4. New Fitness, Lesson & Lap Pool
		

5. Existing Leisure Pool
Improvements			

Overall Proposed Improvements		

Fitness & Lesson Pool Water Area
Natatorium Addition and deck space
Pool Mechanical, Filtration and Storage Addition

5,000			

New Lazy River
New Vortex
New/Replaced Play Features
New Slide and Structure

				
				

26,734			
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Total		

																		

				
				

Cost ($)

		
Expenses

Operations ($/yr)			
Revenue

Difference (%)
Staff Recommends proceeding

$1,150,366

$3,504,575

Recommendation

with this improvement

$113,440

$126,500

Staff Recommends proceeding

$13,060 (111.5%)

with this improvement

$920,750

$125,534

$185,500

$59,996 (147.7%)

Staff Recommends proceeding
with a reduced version of this
improvement to include:
• Smaller fitness addition

$ 60,960

• Maintaining the current fitness
center
• Renovate the Evergreen Room
to group exercise In lieu of
new group exercise studios
$3.063,875

$134,245

$38,750

-$95,495 (28.8%)
Staff Recommends proceeding
with this improvement

($1,016000)
Not Included

$33,422

$22,800

-$10,622 (68.2%)				
Staff Recommends deferring
this improvement

			$8,639,566

*

$421,791

*

*

$306,738

-$115,053 (73%)

*

Note: Operational Expenditure and Revenue calculations were provide for each individual program for the purpose of
comparing their potential impact on the operating budget. The expenditure and revenue calculations for the “Overall
Proposed improvements” above is not equal to the sum of the individual programs, but an entirely separate analysis
of the overall program that accounts for the complex interrelationships of all spaces and how they affect operational &
staffing efficiency and account for overalap in revenue generation potential of the entire facility. Adding the individual
isolated program expenditures and revenues will not equal the overall proposed improvements for the entire facility
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STUDY PROCESS
The feasibility study process began with regular meetings with staff to reach a point in the process where appropriate recommendations would be brought before the public and Board for feedback. Programming activities included:
•
A detailed program summary of options based on the 2011 EPRD Master Plan and the 2013 Community Interest Survey.
•
Development of an initial budget for potential improvements.
•
Conducted a “Build-a-Center” exercise with staff to evaluate the various components and costs, and assemble into a priority program.
The consultant team used this feedback to develop the recommended program, and conceptual floor plans of possible improvements
In 2013, the EPRD contracted National Research Center Inc. and GreenPlay LLC. to conduct an Interest Survey via
telephone. Of the 2380 residents contacted, 401 completed surveys. In an excerpt from the survey, the question was
asked “To what extent would you support or oppose developing each of the following at the Buchanan Recreation
Center?”

From the survey, the highest ranked preferences for improvements included:
•
Additional Gymnasium/Indoor Sport Space
•
Indoor Walking /Jogging Track
Additional Fitness/Workout Area
•
•
Additional Group Exercise Space
Pool Improvements Including:
•
Additional Lap Swimming
New Water Play Features
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The Consultant participated in (3) three public information sessions, one at the last summer concert of 2014, one at the
Wulf Recreation Center, and one at the Buchanan Park Recreation Center. Concepts were displayed showing images of
similar activity spaces from other centers. A comment card for residents to express their priority activities was distributed at each of the public information meetings. The comment card also gave rough values for the potential property
tax increase that each new amenity might incur. The conceptual program, if all amenities were chosen, outlines a new
building addition that is approximately 29,133 gross square feet, and renovation of approximately 4,720 square feet
(including much of the existing pool), with a total project cost of $10,823,821.
The Consultants collected comment cards from a total of 1070 respondents, which represents 4.65% of the District’s
estimated 23,700 residents. During the three public presentations. The following figures represent the percentage of
support for each activity from all respondents (residents we allowed to select multiple amenities):
Additional Lap Swimming/Lesson/Fitness Pool.....................................
Indoor Walking /Jogging Track.......................................................................
Expanded Fitness Center...................................................................................
Indoor Gymnasium................................................................................................
New Pool Play Features, Lazy River..............................................................
Indoor Turf Field......................................................................................................
Stretching/Plyometric/Cross training Space............................................
More Group Exercise Space..............................................................................
Outdoor Aquatics, Spray Ground, Hot Tub................................................

50.2%
42.3%
42.3%
41.8%
32.5%
30.7%
25.7%
25.1%
24.6%

Do Not Support Expansion (No Tax increase)......................................... 18.9%
•Of the comment card responses, the average that residents were willing to spend in additional annual property tax on
a $500,000 home was $62.50.

Buchanan Recreation Center
Renovation and Expansion Study
We need your feedback. The 2013 Community Recreation Needs Assessment identified the following activities as the highest priority improvements to the existing Buchanan Recreation Center.
Please check the box beside the activities that represent your highest priority improvements.
If the expansion contained your highest priority improvements, please tabulate the total annual
property tax increase that you would be willing to incur to construct these improvements. The tax
figures listed for each improvement represent an approximate annual property tax increase based
on a $500,000 valuation property

Funding

Aquatics

Fitness

Sport

Potential Amenities to Add/Improve

Annual Tax Increase

Indoor Gymnasium (2 courts, divisible, wood ﬂoor)

$30.00

Indoor Turf Fieldhouse (100’ x 100’)

$25.00

Indoor Jogging/Walking Track

$5.00

New Large Fitness Center (cardio, weights, machines)

$15.00

More Group Exercise Studios and Spinning Studio

$ 7.00

Stretching/plyometric/ Workout /CrossFit space

$ 4.00

New pool play features, lazy river and water play areas

$ 9.00

Additional Lap Swimming /Lesson & Fitness Pool

$19.00

Outdoor aquatic amenities such as a sprayground, hot tub

$ 7.00

Approx. Annual Tax Increase for my selected preferences

$___________/year

I do not support a tax increase

Are you a Resident of the Evergreen Park and Recreation District?

Y

N

On the reverse, please share any other comments or feedback that you would like the Park and
Recreation District to consider

Example 3: Comment card distributed during
the feasibility study for resident input regarding
programs and potential tax impact.
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HOA FEEDBACK
Recreation Staff contacted the Evergreen Chamber of Commerce to get a list of the HOA’s in the Evergreen and surrounding communities. This was done early December 2014. The list included HOA’s names, their president’s names
and email addresses. Some of the HOA’s included in the list did not have either a contact name or email address
or both. Staff then sent out an email to each of the HOA’s on the list that had an email address. The email include a
letter asking for their input on the potential expansion of the Buchanan Park Recreation Center and the Buchanan
Recreation Center Renovation and Expansion Study comment sheet (the letter and comment sheet have been attached). This email was sent out on December 17, 2014.
Staff did not hear back from any of the HOA’s that were sent the emails. So staff through the HOA’s websites and
our Acitve Net system attempted to collect phone numbers for the persons listed as presidents of the HOA’s. Staff
was able to get only 14 phone numbers. The week of January 26, 2015 staff starting calling the phone numbers of
the HOA’s we were able to collect. The phone calls stated we were with the Evergreen Park & Recreation District
and we were following up on the emails that were sent out to them in December and if they had any questions or
needed additional information. Most calls resulted in left messages. Staff were able to talk with 4 HOA’s by phone
and the HOA’s contacted requested that we resend the first email that contained the letter and comment sheet so
that they could distribute it to their HOA members. Dates this information was sent back to the four HOA’s are listed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bergen Creek
Elk Summit
Greens HOA
Hiwan Hills Improvement
The Island at Hiwan
Rocky Mountain Village
Ruby Ranch Road
Stronghurst

!"!#$#!!%

&'#()*)#!+#!',-.%
/-0,#-+,)1!&#/2
3453)67897:)&;8<=;>
!?789877:@)+.)ABCDE
www.evergreenrecreation.com



  

1521 Bergen Parkway
Fax: 720.880.1080

Buchanan Park
Recreation Center

32003 Ellingwood Trail
Phone: 720.880.1100
Fax: 720.880.1180

Wulf Recreation Center
5300 S. Olive Road
Phone: 720.880.1200
Fax: 720.880.1280

Evergreen Lake House

29612 Upper Bear Creek Rd
Phone: 720.880.1300
Fax: 720.880.1380

Park Operations

1521 Bergen Parkway
Fax: 720.880.1080

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trails HOA
Troutdale Glen HOW
Troutdale Village
Upper Bear Creek
The Woods HOA
Evergreen Meadows
Bear Mountain
The Ridge

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Home	
  Owners	
  Association	
  (HOA),	
  
	
  
We	
  Need	
  Your	
  Input!	
  
	
  
Evergreen	
  Park	
  &	
  Recreation	
  District	
  (EPRD)	
  completed	
  a	
  community	
  needs	
  
survey	
  in	
  2013.	
  	
  We	
  learned	
  from	
  survey	
  that	
  there	
  was	
  community	
  support	
  in	
  
evaluating	
  an	
  expansion	
  of	
  Buchanan	
  Park	
  Recreation	
  Center	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  
determining	
  if	
  residents	
  are	
  willing	
  to	
  invest	
  if	
  any	
  improvements.	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  District	
  is	
  currently	
  working	
  with	
  a	
  consultant	
  to	
  prepare	
  a	
  feasibility	
  
assessment	
  for	
  any	
  potential	
  improvements/enhancements	
  of	
  Buchanan	
  Park	
  
Recreation	
  Center.	
  Therefore,	
  EPRD	
  is	
  reaching	
  out	
  for	
  input	
  from	
  all	
  District	
  
residents	
  of	
  the	
  potential	
  expansion.	
  	
  We	
  are	
  sending	
  
an	
  attachment	
  that	
  provides	
  information	
  about	
  the	
  project,	
  to	
  include	
  the	
  
Renovation	
  and	
  Expansion	
  Study	
  and	
  the	
  effect	
  this	
  could	
  have	
  on	
  your	
  
property	
  tax	
  mill	
  levy.	
  This	
  information	
  can	
  also	
  be	
  accessed	
  on	
  our	
  website	
  at	
  
www.evergreenrecreation.com	
  
	
  
In	
  order	
  to	
  better	
  inform	
  the	
  members	
  of	
  your	
  HOA,	
  staff	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  offer	
  to	
  
attend	
  your	
  next	
  members’	
  meeting	
  or	
  we	
  can	
  provide	
  electronic	
  information	
  
for	
  your	
  newsletter.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
For	
  more	
  information,	
  please	
  feel	
  free	
  to	
  contact	
  any	
  of	
  the	
  following	
  staff:	
  
• Ellen	
  O’Connor,	
  Executive	
  Director	
  (720)	
  880-‐1011	
  eoconnor@eprd.co	
  
• Becky	
  Browne,	
  Aquatic	
  Manager	
  (720)	
  880-‐1117	
  bbrowne@eprd.co	
  
• Kendra	
  Hinkson,	
  Recreation	
  Supervisor	
  Programs	
  (720)	
  880-‐1226	
  
khinkson@eprd.co	
  
• Bob	
  Schmitz,	
  Operations	
  Manager	
  (720)	
  880-‐1113	
  bschmitz@eprd.co	
  
	
  
Regards,	
  
Evergreen	
  Park	
  &	
  Recreation	
  District	
  
	
  

Example 4: Questionaire
developed and distributed to
HOA representatives by EPRD
Staff
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PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS
Based on the original findings of the 2011 EPRD Master Plan, the 2013 Community Interest Survey Results, the Comment
Card Responses of this Feasibility Study, and input from staff and the EPRD Board, the improvements that most closely
align with the needs of the District include:
•
•
•

New two-court gymnasium with jogging track
New Indoor Lap Swimming, Lesson, Aqua Exercise Pool
Expanded Fitness Center

The Consultant team was also asked to study the potential for additional recreational space. Based on the same criteria
of previous Master Plans, past and current surveys, and other factors, the following spaces were not included in the
current recommendation for improvements at the Buchanan Park Recreation Center Site.
Indoor Turf Field
Although this amenity could generate significant use within the District and satisfy the need for indoor field sport
space, the indoor turf field is not part of the recommendation for the Buchanan site. The turf field was not part of
the 2011 District Master Plan recommendations. The community feedback ranked this amenity in the bottom third of
potential improvements. A regulation field for indoor soccer or other traditional indoor sports would not easily fit on
the Buchanan site without significant impact, or removal of other site amenities. The parking required for this program
would also be very difficult to provide on this site. The cost of construction, as well as the added operational impact
suggests that a turf field could be a viable options for the future at another site within the District, but the cost of land
acquisition may render this option less feasible.
Outdoor Aquatic Features
The Consultant team also studied the potential for outdoor aquatic recreational amenities including a sprayground,
and/or an in ground hot tub, in addition to the existing indoor hot tub. These amenities were not part of the previous
EPRD District Master Plan. They ranked among the lowest support in the comment card responses. For these reasons,
the outdoor aquatic amenities are not part of this phase of renovation. The site does allow for their incorporation in a
future phase.
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02 RECOMMENDATIONS AND PROGRAM DATA

Evergreen Recreation District
Buchanan Recreation Center Improvements Study

Program Options
September 2014

FACILITY PROGRAM OF IMPROVEMENTS

Program Recommendation May 14, 2015
Base Building Improvements

Net Sq. Ft.

$/SF

Const. Cost

Lobby Spaces

Non-Const. $

Total Cost

27.0%

Entry Hall/Lobby/Vestibule Renov/Addition

600

$300

Reception/Access Control Modifications (allow)
Mech./Circ./Walls/Struct., etc.

$180,000

$48,600

$20,000

$5,400

$228,600
$25,400

120

$200

$24,000

$6,480

$30,480

720

$311

$224,000

$60,480

$284,480

Sport & Fitness Locker Rooms - Men

400

$275

$110,000

$29,700

$139,700

Sport & Fitness Locker Rooms - Women

400

$275

$110,000

$29,700

$139,700

160

$200

$32,000

$8,640

$40,640

960

$263

$252,000

$68,040

$320,040

Total Lobby Spaces
Expanded Fitness/Gym Locker Rooms

Mech./Circ./Walls/Struct., etc.
Total Locker Rooms
Staff and Maintenance Areas
Administrative Office modifications
Total Staff Areas

0

Subtotal Base Support

1,680

$75,000

$20,250

$95,250

$75,000

$20,250

$95,250

$551,000

$148,770

$699,770

Site Improvements
Additional Parking (Parking Plan for 80 addl cars)

$204,800

$55,296

$260,096

Grading, retaining walls, Landscaping, sidewalks, hardscape

25,600

$8

$150,000

$40,500

$190,500

Subtotal Site Development Costs

$354,800

$95,796

$450,596

New Program Options
Gymnasium Addition
Two-court Gym
Gymnasium (2 50' x 74' courts)
Gymnasium Storage
Mech./Walls/Struct, etc.
Total Two-court Gymnasium

11,224

$180

$2,020,320

$545,486

500

$180

$90,000

$24,300

$2,565,806
$114,300

1,759

$180

$316,548

$85,468

$402,016

13,483

$180

$2,426,868

$655,254

$3,082,122

Elevated Running Track
Running Track (suspended within gym 1/10 mile)

3,696

$90

$332,640

$89,813

$422,453

Total Running Track

3,696

$90

$332,640

$89,813

$422,453

$/SF

Const. Cost

Net Sq. Ft.

Non-Const. $

Total Cost

Fitness Expansion
Fitness Center Expansion
Cardiovascular Training (40 stations)

2,500

$250

Modify Lounge entry to fitness center
Mech./Walls/Struct., etc.
Total Fitness Center

$625,000

$168,750

$25,000

$6,750

$793,750
$31,750

375

$200

$75,000

$20,250

$95,250

2,875

$252

$725,000

$195,750

$920,750

$22,860

Modify Evergreen Multi-use room for Group Exercise
New Resilient wood flooring

900

$20

New mirrors, sound system, fans, misc equip
Total Multi-Use Renovation

900

$53

$18,000

$4,860

$30,000

$8,100

$38,100

$48,000

$12,960

$60,960

Pool Addition and Improvements
New Lesson / Fitness pool Addition
New Fitness and Lesson Pool (4 lanes x 25 yards)

2,250

$250

$562,500

$151,875

$714,375

Natatorium Addition

4,500

$320

$1,440,000

$388,800

$1,828,800

500

$320

Feature allowance (Slide, Vball/Bball nets, Climb wall)
Additional Mechanical Area
Subtotal Play Features
New Buidling Area
Existing Area Renovation/Repurpose
Overall Building Total New and Renovated Area

5,000

$250,000

$67,500

$317,500

$160,000

$43,200

$203,200

$2,412,500

$651,375

$3,063,875

26013.6
720
26,734

$6,802,808

$1,836,758

$8,639,566
14
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BASE FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS
DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT
Base Facility Renovation
The base facility improvements include renovated and expanded areas to improve function, operations and customer service opportunities. Included in the improvements are expanded administrative offices, reorganized
main entry lobby and control for better efficiency and circulation, addition of a vestibule for climate control. Also
included in the base facility improvements are new locker rooms to better serve patrons, especially in non-aquatic
uses such as a proposed new gymnasium and expanded fitness areas.

Site and Parking Improvements
Includes expanding parking capacity to accommodate anticipated increased attendance from new and improved
amenities and the associated costs of grading, retaining and general site circulation.
Total New and Renovated Area:.....................
Total Cost of Building Improvements:...........
Total Cost of Site Improvements....................

3,280 gsf
$1,061,720
$548,640

16
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GYMNASIUM AND JOGGING TRACK
DESCRIPTION OF NEED
The existing recreation center does not include a
gymnasium, nor a large enough multi-purpose space to
accommodate indoor sports. Currently the district utilizes
gymnasium space at the Wulf Recreation Center and
schools within the community to satisfy these needs, but
are not able to adequately meet the demands of current
programs, or expand into new program opportunities.
A new two-court multi-purpose gymnasium would
accommodate the needs of the district.

LIST OF SPACES.....................................(NET SF)
Multipurpose Gymnasium............................ 11,224
Storage..................................................................... 500
2-Lane Walking/Jogging Track................. 3,696
mech/struct/circ................................................. 1,759
TOTAL:.................................................................... 17,179

In addition to the activity floor, the large gym volume
could accommodate the suspended walking/jogging
track in the most efficient and cost effective manner.
The running track would be difficult to include without
construction of the gymnasium, and for this reason, the
two amenities have been considered together.

COST OF AMENITY
Gross Gymnasium Area:................13,483 gsf
Total Cost of Gymnasium:............$3,082,122
Jogging Track Area......................... 3,696 gsf
Total Cost of Track.......................... $422,453
ACTIVITIES
Basketball
Volleyball
Badminton
Pickle Ball
Gymnastics
Kids Gym
League Play

Tournaments
Tumbling
Floor Hockey
Gymnastics
Dodge Ball
Indoor Soccer
Floor Hockey

Archery
Youth Camps
Clinics
Dances
Movie Nights
Parties
Special Events

Dance
Zumba
Laser Tag
Quidditch
Walking
Jogging

OPERATIONAL AND REVENUE ASSUMPTIONS
•

This element includes a two court gym and an elevated walk/jog track. The gym will be available for drop-in
activities as well as for sports based programming

•

There will an approximate 5% general increase in admission and membership rates.

•

The gym will be rented to outside groups.

•

This opens a new market for the center.

OPERATIONAL AND REVENUE ANALYSIS
Operating Expenses

$113,440

Operating Revenues

$126,500

Difference

$13,060

Revenue Recovery (%)

111.5%
18
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ENLARGED FITNESS CENTER

DESCRIPTION OF NEED
The current fitness area at Buchanan can become very
crowded during peak times and undersized for the
current demand and safe spacing of machines. Users
often exercise in the climbing area and any other available
space near the fitness center. The study proposes, rather
than a difficult and costly expansion of the current fitness
area, a new cardio fitness expansion, allowing an increase
of this use, and expansion of machine weight and strength
training in the existing fitness area.

COST OF AMENITY
Gross Program Area:........................................
Total Cost of Amenity:.....................................

LIST OF SPACES.....................................(NET SF)
Cardio training................................................... 2000
Lounge remodel connection ........................ 200
Mech./Walls/Struct., etc.................................. 400
TOTAL NEW AREA.........................................2,600

2,600 gsf
$800,100

ACTIVITIES
Cardio Fitness
Testing
Evaluation
Health Clinics
Cardio-pulmonary
Consultation

Cross training
Low Impact Exercise
Hospital Outreach
Machine Weights
Strength and Mobility
Wellness Coaching

OPERATIONAL AND REVENUE ASSUMPTIONS
•

This element will include a new cardiovascular training area, allowing both an increase in cardio equipment, and
the ability to expand circuit training and strength equipment into the vacated space fo the current cardio area. The
larger open fitness areas will have a strong impact on admission and membership sales and the group exercise
room and fitness studio will increase overall programming.

•

The addition of this space will free up other areas of the center for other types of program use.

•

There will an approximate 5% general increase in admission and membership rates.

•

This expands an existing market for the center.

OPERATIONAL AND REVENUE ANALYSIS
Operating Expenses

$125,534

Operating Revenues

$185,500

Difference

+$59996

Revenue Recovery (%)

147.7%
20
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FITNESS, LESSON and LAP SWIMMING POOL
DESCRIPTION OF NEED
The two lap lanes connected to the current leisure pool
at Buchanan do not adequately serve the lap swimming
needs of aquatic users. The water temperature is not
idea, the lanes are often used for recreational uses and
the area is too small for other purposes. Wulf Recreation
Center has a 6-lane 25 yard lap pool that serves most of
the competitive and training pool needs.

LIST OF SPACES.....................................(NET SF)
Fitness & Lesson Pool Water Area..... 2,250 sf
Natatorium Addition..................................4,500 sf
Additional Filtration & Storage................... 500
TOTAL ADDITIONAL AREA....................... 5,000

The need for expanded lap swimming at Buchanan was
expressed in community surveys. The Feasibility Study
proposes an expanded 4-lane 25 yard lap pool to serve
the fitness lap swimming needs at Buchanan, as well as
aqua aerobics, and lessons. A new lap pool would also
allow the current lap lanes to be converted to leisure
swimming uses.
COST OF AMENITY
Gross Program Area:...................... 5,000 gsf
Total Cost of Amenity:.................$3,063,875

ACTIVITIES
Lessons
Learn to Swim
Parent Tot
Water Walking
Fitness Classes
Water Aerobics
Water basketball

Water Volleyball
Snorkeling
Dive-in movies
Water Games

OPERATIONAL AND REVENUE ASSUMPTIONS
•

This element includes a 4 lane by 25 yard pool. The pool will be utilized for programs, and some lap swimming. It
will not be utilized by swim teams.

•

The addition of this space will require additional lifeguards.

•

There will not be an increase in admission and membership rates.

•

This expands an existing market for the center.

•

The amenity really needs to be paired with the expansion of the leisure pool into the existing lap lanes

OPERATIONAL AND REVENUE ANALYSIS
Operating Expenses

$134,245

Operating Revenues

$38,750

Difference

-$95,495

Revenue Recovery (%)

28.8%
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Operational and Revenue Analysis

1. Expenditure and Revenue Calculations
2. Financial Impacts
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OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
The operations analysis was completed for the proposed expansion and renovation of the Buchanan Park Recreation
Center. The following are the basic parameters for the project.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This operations estimate is based on a program and basic concept plan for the facility only.
The first year of operation will be 2018 or later. Expenses, revenues and fee structure are based on this time
frame.
The presence of other providers in the market will remain the same.
The center will continue to be operated by the Evergreen Park & Recreation District.
Expenses include staffing costs, commodities, utilities, contract services and capital replacement.
All expenses and revenues are in addition to any existing for the facility.
No partnerships with other organizations have been shown in this operations plan.

Expenditure estimates include a moderate level of staffing (with only 1.5 new full-time staff positions, 2 part-time staff
positions, and an increase in program staff) and other potential costs have been estimated at the moderate range of
the threshold. This includes operations and maintenance as well as utilities and operating supplies.
Assumptions on expenses and revenue calculations are based on existing budgets with increases due to the planned
new center expansion n and renovation, plus B*K’s experience with developing operating budgets for this type of
facility.
A reasonably conservative estimate of potential revenues has been developed. Overall use and revenues from daily
and punch card admissions were increased by approximately 10% as were overall 3 month and annual pass revenues.
The new fee schedule is approximately 5% higher than the existing fees

Total Expense - $389,691
$10,000

$129,100
$220,691

$29,900
Personnel

Commodities

Contractual

Capital
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EXPENDITURES
Expenditures have been formulated based on the costs that are typically included in the operating budget for this
type of facility. The figures are based on the size of the center, the specific components of the facility and the projected hours of operation. Actual costs were utilized wherever possible and estimates for other expenses were based
on similar facilities in Colorado. All expenses were calculated as accurately as possible but the actual costs may vary
based on the final design, operational philosophy, and programming considerations adopted by staff.

Personnel
Full-Time...........................................................................
Part-Time.........................................................................
TOTAL................................................................................

$78,975
$141,716
$220,691

Commodities
Office Supplies (forms, paper, etc.)...................
Pool Chemicals.............................................................
Maintenance/Repair/Materials.............................
Janitor Supplies............................................................
Rec. Supplies.................................................................
Uniforms...........................................................................
Printing/Postage..........................................................
Other..................................................................................
TOTAL................................................................................

$1,000
$6,000
$8,000
$5,000
$6,000
$500
$1,000
$2,400
$29,900

Contractual
Utilities (electric and gas) ......................................
Water/Sewer..................................................................
Insurance (property & liability) ...........................
Communications (phone, radios)........................
Contract Services .......................................................
Rent Equipment...........................................................
Marketing/Advertising..............................................
Training (staff time)....................................................
Conference.....................................................................
Trash Pickup...................................................................
Dues & Subscriptions.................................................
Bank Charges (charge cards, EFT)....................
Other..................................................................................
TOTAL................................................................................

$91,000
$6,500
$0
$0
$14,000
$500
$5,000
$2,500
$500
$0
$0
$7,500
$1,600
$129,100

Capital
Replacement Fund.....................................................
TOTAL................................................................................

$10,000
$10,000

All Categories
Personnel.........................................................................
Commodities..................................................................
Contractual.....................................................................
Capital...............................................................................

$220,691
$29,900
$129,100
$10,000

TOTAL EXPENSE..............................................

$389,691
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REVENUES
The following revenue projections were formulated from information on the specifics of the project and the demographics of the service area as well as comparing them to state and national statistics, other similar facilities and the
competition for recreation services in the area. Actual figures will vary based on the size and make-up of the components selected during final design, market stratification, philosophy of operation, fees and charges policy, and priorities of use.
Fees
Daily Fees........................................................................
10 Punch Card Admissions.....................................
20 Punch Card Admissions....................................
3 Month Passes.............................................................
12 Month Passes...........................................................
Fee Increase on Existing Passes............... (5%)
Rentals .............................................................................
TOTAL................................................................................

$38,859
$7,686
$20,381
$12,020
$53,500
$35,000
$7,500
$174,946

Programs
Aquatics...........................................................................
Fitness/General............................................................
Fitness Passes...............................................................
Fee Increase on Existing Passes (5%)...............
Contract Programs.....................................................
TOTAL................................................................................

$23,432
$65,867
$5,000
$1,000
$2,000
$97,299

Other
Special Events...............................................................
Vending............................................................................
TOTAL................................................................................

$2,000
$3,500
$5,500

All Categories
Fees....................................................................................
Programs.........................................................................
Other..................................................................................

$174,946
$97,299
$5,500

TOTAL REVENUE.............................................

$277,745

Total Revenue - $277,745
$5,500
$97,299
$174,946

Fees

Programs

Other
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IMPACT ON THE WULF RECREATION CENTER
One of the possible concerns with expanding the Buchanan Park Recreation Center, is the impact on the Wulf Recreation Center. It is not anticipated that there will be much of a negative impact on use or revenues at Wulf. There are
already more demands for lap lanes in the pool than Wulf can meet and the same can be said for the gym. Right now
both of these amenities are heavily programmed, leaving little time for drop-in use. The expansion of Buchanan Park
will relieve some of this demand. It should be anticipated that in the first 6 months to year that the expanded center
is open, the curiosity factor and new amenities could reduce use and revenue by approximately 10% at Wulf but this
should quickly rebound once the initial excitement over the expanded Buchanan Park Recreation Center wears off.

EXPENDITURE - REVENUE COMPARISON
CATEGORY
EXPENDITURES................................................
REVENUES........................................................
DIFFERENCE.....................................................
RECOVERY RATE.............................................

$389,691
$277,745
-($111,946)
71%
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Expansion and Renovation Drawings

1. Overall Renovation and Improvement Plans
2. Site Improvements Plan
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SITE IMPROVEMENTS PLAN

03 MASTER PLAN DRAWINGS
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LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN

03 MASTER PLAN DRAWINGS
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UPPER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN

03 MASTER PLAN DRAWINGS
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Appendices

1. Operational and Revenue Detail
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